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About This Content

This DLC adds the Himalayan Ecosystem to your Tyto Ecology game, opening up a new type of biodome you can create with
28 new species!

We were deeply inspired by the incredible region of the Himalayas, which is why we chose to feature it in our first expansion
pack. Nestled in the Indian subcontinent, it spans almost 2,500km wide, across seven countries. This diverse region is home to
an immense number of species, with more being discovered each year. It's also home to many charismatic, well-known species,
such as red pandas, snow leopards, pangolins, bengal tigers, Asian elephants, one-horned rhinos, and Asian black bears, all of

which are also included in this expansion!

The Himalayas' region is threatened, with many of these species extremely endangered due to illegal poaching, climate change,
and growing human populations fragmenting the space available for wildlife.

We will be donating $1 from each Himalayas DLC sold.

We'll be donating to the World Wildlife Fund, an organization that does impactful sustainability work in the Himalayas. Read
more about their efforts here: http://panda.org/himalayas
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Beautiful visuals and music. Charming writing. Compelling zen gameplay. I felt relaxed but driven while trying to make
constellations and certain star patterns. Anyone who likes sim games or visual novels should give this a try! You've gotta get this
if you've ever wanted to feel like a court mage or an alchemist.. I really do enjoy these sort of ''games'' as these stories really add
up in the world of story telling, and this world. As this story takes places in the ocean as a mermaid, I don't wanna spoil much
what happends more. But I really love the idea of transgender character(s), lesbian lovers or just doing both genders. Or choose
you don't give a single♥♥♥♥♥♥about love at all.
I would recomend it if you enjoy these sort of stories with a path to choose your own.
It's sure a diffrent twist then some random mermaid story, but very good.

-Little edit-
I wrote this late night, and forgot to add that some things are really forced into the game. As you can't really choose that way and
just get pushed into the direction. otherwise it's pretty good only a shame they kinda force some ways.. Short but great game
with amazing graphics! Very much worth the price!. Developer has abandoned it in a broken state. Do not buy!. If you are really
into puzzles and you need to solve every single one then this game is for you.
But..
You will probably blast through these levels (2-4 h my estimate), at a cost of \u20ac6.59, which is too expensive. At the moment
there are about 25 community puzzles available to be fair.

The music quickly gets annoying.

There is no story at all, why are you in the lab solving puzzles, or who is your character.
Animations and art-style feel very sterile. ( I get it, it's a LAB, but does it have to look lifeless?)

You command some little Heisenberg\/ Walter White and try to evade the  Monks and Murder Faces\t(rly?).
Humor might be found in the poor animation quality, when Heisenberg is touched by an enemy he falls over like a plank.

Always play in top down view, because you might overlook a button behind a wall.
This would work better without the moveable 3D camera perspective, meaning purely 2D,
But you can play it in VR? What for??? All the physics is in 2 dimensions without any diagonal movement on a rather small
grid...

A 3D puzzle game utilizing VR could be interesting even if there were only 5 levels and a game focusing on 2D puzzles could be
longer with more\/better animations.
It looks more like some unfinished student project or tech demo.

I don't know why this exists. This will be my first returned game on Steam.. For what it is, this game works. A tunneling
simulator.

Unfortunately...

http://cloud-4.steampowered.com/ugc/774932114968770479/F6CA0CB1A9450B71AC3CBDA1BE86845572B47BD8/

This is what happens when you leave the game sit too long.

Best 10 minutes of my life. 10/10 would explode again.. It's a very fun and awesome game, I recomand it to anyone who wants
to play this game. It's a really fun game to play when you and your friends are bored!. this is a very cool puzzle game! but i do
not recommend you buy this game if you own a potato pc like me. Therefore, i can not give a thumbs up.
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Non-essential cosmetic DLC. Bravely Scoop IV: Eternal Fantasy is a premium skin for Scoop featuring new voice lines
and a complete visual overhaul. If anything Bravely Scoop is a love letter to classic JRPGs from his design to his voice
lines, right down to his teleport animation. Scoop has some great skins but this takes the cake by a strong margin.. A
very entertaining and challenging Strategy game. As you command your armies, using tactical advantages and
placement, you go up against different opponents on a pretty relaxing and entralling storyline. This game isn't hard to
catch on to, but I reccomend it for mature strategists.. This game needs more appreciation and love. This game is
absolutely amazing. This game came right out of nowhere for me and blew each and every one of my expectations
away. This game is a masterpiece on all fronts. The controls feel so tight and the environments are beautiful. The
characters have personality and even the music does too. Exploration and success is rewarding, and the story is
intriguing. The level design is so well put together and all of the little helpful tools in a platformer that didn't NEED to
be in the game are in the game to generally improve the player's experience and reduce backtracking & visibility errors
(graphical and level design-al). There are so many cool mechanics that are introduced using a nice difficulty curve. Was
totally worth my $15. 9.5\/10. it is extremely repetetive and the attack units only attack the same class of unit. This
game is actually really cool. Great idea and just mildly infuriating enough to stay interesting. Keep it up!. Lethe is a
rare mix of low-key technology and a high-ambition storyline that manages to produce the scariest game experience
I've had in years. Using only three characters (including the player) the studio has created a suspense-laden atmosphere
rivalling anything from Alfred Hitchcock or Stephen King's hand. The soundtrack feels like fingernails on a
chalkboard, and the modest screen-time for the 'enemies' echoes Ridley Scott's first Alien movie with similar results.

Add to this a clever (sometimes a bit too clever) use of in-game problem-solving and you have a rock-solid, spine-
tingling, and ultimately very rewarding game experience. The final encounter with the enemies is unexpectedly poetic
with maternal tenderness amid the blood and gore.

I've already persuaded my friends to buy this game, and I eagerly look forward to the next Episode.. The game looked
pretty exciting on the store page and they really did a good job both with the trailer and with the game info, however
the gameplay is pretty underwhelming considering the presentation it offers.

One would think that this is a game about dealing drugs, you take drugs from a person, and you sell them to another,
you stack some drugs in your house, maybe you produce some of your drugs, maybe you get high on your drugs, maybe
you even get in some fights because of your drugs, that's what you would expect from a 'drug dealing simulator'.

What the game actually is, is just a stock trading simulator in which you buy the so-called 'drugs' online through an
app which is supposedly provided by CIA (makes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sense), and you sometimes get into
RPG type battles with random people, or the unrealistically perceptive cops in the game, because cops always know
what a drug dealer looks like and whether or not he has drugs on him. I use the term 'so-called' because you could
really replace the drugs in this game with anything and it wouldn't make a single difference in the gameplay.

The main character doesn't even have a house\/apartment, he just goes around the town 24\/7 with his tablet and
backpack supposedly selling and buying drugs, I don't even know how he gets the drugs, the game never shows him
receiving them, it just shows him purchasing them online, I suppose they drop from the sky or
some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 maybe the CIA use their top notch technology to synthesize the drugs
directly into his backpack. The cops in this game don't make any sense, they will attack you on sight if you have drugs
on you or even legally owned weapons, and they will frisk you if you don't (which is clearly a violation of your rights in
almost any state and country), and if you're at the start of the game good luck dealing with them, cause you won't be
able to fight them, and you'll almost never get away. It would have really been a great thing adding character stats in
the game like speed (so you can get away from the cops without tripping 7 times in a row when you try to escape) or
strength (so you could actually handle the cops in fights without having to purchase the ridiculously overpriced
weapons). Also, why does this game take the weapon system to the extreme? I'm pretty sure no low-profile drug dealer
would ever carry a rocket launcher or a flame thrower in his backpack.

Also, the pricing of the drugs in this game is complete garbage. I mean, I'm not a drug-obssesed junkie, who just wants
to snort coke everyday, but I know that a gram of cocaine doesn't cost $20,000. It doesn't matter when or where you
buy it, you could get it in North Korea for cheaper than that. Hell, you could probably even get it into space for cheaper
than that. I understand that it wasn't an easy game to make, (especially since you guys spent so much time filling all
that background story that nobody cares about) but if you are to make a game on drugs, could you at least do some
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research on the average prices for street drugs?

And yes, they use the famous 'unit' as quantity measurement, just so they can discount pieces of criticism like this, but
for real, that unit could be a gram, an 8 ball, an ounce or even a pound of cocaine and the pricing still wouldn't make
sense. And even if we are to talk about the kilos, it still wouldn't make sense either, as the other drugs would be way too
cheap.Needles to say, if you were to carry pounds or kilos of drugs in your backpack and walk through the entire town
for days on end, you would probably break both your back and shoulders at some point.

I personally can't recommend this game because it's poorly made and not what I expected, I don't really know what I
expected from a 2\u20ac game, but I guess I expected something a bit more than a stock trading simulator.. I bought
this game the day it released.

I've played it nearly every week since, sometimes every day, and multiple times a day if I'm bored. I love it. It's like a
comfort food for me. It's my go-to game to just pass the time when nothing else is holding my attention at that point in
time. Game after game, over several laptops and desktops, life change after life change, Multiwinia has continued to
hold a foundation in my sense of stability.

The weird part is that I'm too stable. I only ever play against three hard CPUs in a Domination match using the
Monument to the Heavens map. It's like solitaire or freecell for me. I know what's going to happen with some degree of
randomness, but I almost always win in a similar way.

Either you're with someone of equal skill or practically memorizing the CPU, this game is an awesome pastime.. If
anyone wants to trade games like this i have ets 2, ets 1, bus driver, and Garrys mods. Ill trade for star bound
. The game was a bit too short. I beat in about 2-3 hours so its not really worth the value time wise but the writing was
pretty good. Without the soundtrack and the humor the game would be total garbage. The gameplay was horrible and
there was really only one type of enemy which got really repetitive...really fast. Overall this is one of games that you
buy in an indie bundle that you only finish because you want to see the ending and have a quick chuckle. I am a big
indie gamer but this one just wasn't that great. If I had to give it a star rating I would probably give it a 4/10 stars. This
is game is definitely not worth 5 dollars but if its on sale or in a bundle you should check it out.

- SkyBorg :)
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